Just Jew Runs Sweden

The entire EU was created by the Elders of Zion. Rothschilds and Warburgs;
both of these groups were created and put into power by Rabbi Frank who was
the political messiah of the Frankist movement which was a Jewish supremacist
movement to create a Jewish World Government. The Rothschilds call
themselves the Jewish "Messiah" in their own Jewish publications. Rabbi Frank
created the Illuminati as a vehicle of this, and the Frankists with their money and
connections took over the Free Masons and from here created Communism.
Rothschild sent Warburg over to America to create the Fed and took power over
America, and look at the policies the Jews have put into power in America after
that. It’s the same with Europe. The point of the EU is stated in the work of the
Hebrew speaking Father of the EU:

The Jews are having their Goy stooges give their fellow Jews awards for doing
what the Torah commands and destroying the White Race, but remember that
anti-Semitism is the problem because that’s you pointing out that Jews are killing
you.
The traditional Nobility of Europe has always been in bed with the Jews, and had
special deals worked out with them for low interest shekels to fund their pointless
bling bling, rap video like lifestyles. In return, they allowed the Jews to prey on
the commoners and destroy as many of them as they wanted with high interest
fees of up to eighty four percent interesting rates on loans. They allowed them to
become the tax collectors and take as much extra as they wanted to pay
themselves with for this, while creating and having a monopoly on the boozetard
trades to get the Goyim addicted to booze and then rob them and make their
daughters work as sex slaves to pay off the debts, and all kinds of Kike stuff.
When the famines would start to set off because the Jews would even steal all
the farmers grain by robbing them with usury, many families were destroyed by
addiction and people literally didn't have a shirt on their backs. The Jews love to
prey on the already poor and needy with usury to even steal their one shirt.
Everyone in the average wealth class was robbed of their wealth by Jewish level
taxes. Jews charge taxes you can't pay, and then you have to take debt interest
loans from the Jews which you can't pay back, just to pay the Jew level taxes
which you can't pay to the Jews. The people simply rose up and Pogrom-ed the
Kikes. The ritual murder of the local children by the Jews as recorded in history
was usually the last straw for the people.
Sometimes the Jews would make the mistake of asking the Nobility for some of
the super amounts of debt interest shekels they owed them. Then the Nobles
would kick them out to avoid paying what they stole with the Jews from everyone
else. In many cases such as in England, the Jews just bought their way into the
Nobility and were made part of that class. This also happened in the Holy Roman
Empire with a Gentile named Fuggar. He was the first oligarch with bling bling
that bought his way high up the ladder and became a Count with lands granted to
him by the Emperor. Which shows that the Nobility was always a Mafia money
racket. They were simply a cruel plantation owner class that ran the world’s
largest slave states to collect the revenues off of, along with the Jew run Church
class. The Jews in the Catholic Church owned most of Europe while acting as
Bishops and Cardinals and Popes.
However, for Jacob Fuggar's case, he was a bastard in business but he was kind
to the working and skilled working classes under his care. He even built new
model homes for his workers which still exist, and he gave greatly to charities. He

also stopped many common people from being massacred in the uprisings of the
time. This is because he was not a criminal Jew; he was a Goy who cared.
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